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Part I: Bycatch

When the land has nothing left for men who
ravage everything, they scour the sea.
— Tacitus

Angela

The Clouds of Magellan illuminated the white bellies of penguins crossing up ahead. Most stood at the side of the road and
-

for half a mile to the vast empty parking lot where tourist buses
and taxicabs disbursed their cargo during the day. Angela continthe prickly quilambay bushes and the cavelike penguin burrows.
horizon of the South Atlantic Ocean. A gust of wind nudged her
-
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ant glow. She looked for the telltale lights of passing ships but saw
nothing but the stars.
He should be back by now.
The last she heard from him was a week ago. He was off the
-

-

But perhaps she would see something to explain his absence.
A star crested the horizon. She watched patiently as the light

stomach tighten.
from view. Angela sat down in the cold dirt and waited. A penguin
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hugged the ocean.

form a nest.

anniversary.
But the penguin standing silently next to Angela would have
no reason to sing this year. Of this she was certain. It was simply too late. The females that would arrive had long ago arrived.
to disappear back into the sea.

imagine the latter. He would stand by that empty nest until the end
a new mate. An empty nest rarely stayed empty for long. Angela
don’t award grants to answer those types of questions.
He should be back by now.
5
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6

Robert

screen from the armrest of his business-class seat. He was not
tracker—a cartoonish map of the Gulf of Mexico with a little

the symphony of snoring bodies in the darkness around him. But
he rarely slept in public. On those rare trips when his body did reand alarming neighbors—a side effect of a life spent constantly
attendant would awaken him to stop his shouting—a side effect of
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something worse.

and forty-three minutes watching a little white plane inch its way

his night light.
The light did not bother the woman passed out in the window
seat next to him. If only she could have stayed awake a few hours
longer. Dina. A cute but unnaturally tan woman in pink sweats.
She was a model from Dallas on her way to Argentina for breast
implants.
They’re cheaper there
were served. And the surgeons are world class.

used. She ran a hand through his dark hair. He ordered more
drinks. He said her before breasts looked perfect as is. She gave
him her business card and invited him to Dallas to test drive the
after.
8
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puter had fallen asleep. He checked to make sure Dina was still

partner for the duration of the assignment. Robert didn’t want a
-

told her. Though they were all in the business of keeping other

perhaps all too well.
ories returning. He could see the slowly undulating horizon of ice

tabular iceberg. He left the engine running and stepped onto the

wind in response.
to see the tops of his boots bathed in blue water. The iceberg was
9
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descending. He hopped onto a neighboring berg and called her
-

hands gripping his shoulders.

Robert reached for a water bottle. He wiped the perspiration from
his face. He sat up and noticed the blinking eyes in the darkness
Dina. “I’m sorry.”
tending to read sales reports.
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Angela watched her assistant extend the goncho

number on the stainless steel band wrapped around the penguin’s

-

assistant—You say assistant, I say wingman
the classroom and eager for an unpaid adventure. Too young still
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gravel road to the research station. And it wasn’t much of a republic restroom they shared with the tourists who stopped to pay
their admission fees and to shop for postcards and key chains.
Magellan in the sixteenth century when the Europeans were busy

process of updating. The Magellanic species was the largest of the
dominant feature the black upside-down horseshoe mark on its
white belly and a circular white stripe that curved up either side of
its neck to its eyes. Each penguin had a different pattern of black
spots on its belly that tourists often mistook for dirt. This was not
the penguin to inspire movies or stuffed animals—it was not as

jackass penguin.

black-andwhite
-
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numbers were entered once and never again revisited. Tagging a

thousands and thousands of nests.

“Sounded like an engine. A boat engine.”
Angela looked up and tilted her head back and forth.

when they discovered a red-dot bird.
tagged the year it was born and hadn’t been seen since. Young
penguins typically spent four to seven years at sea before they
reached breeding age and returned to their colonies. Yet not all
Angela and the other naturalists knew more about them than about
any other tagged bird—and they still wished they knew more. But

always felt like a family reunion.
But she was beginning to hope that this bird was not a red
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searchers to pass on their knowledge and skills. Once they found a
of feathers around its eyes.
would be one less thing he needed to learn from her. One less
her at all. Not that he’d ever needed her to begin with. The life

she did not harbor any illusions about having children—the birds
were children enough—but she did have her illusions about Doug.

select her assistant and set out for the day’s assignment. Doug was
the other assistants were still cocooned in their sleeping bags or
brushing their teeth in the public restroom. She knew by now not
ing her attraction onto Doug. That he was simply an early riser did

covered a red-dot bird.
She looked at Doug and nodded.
“Kick ass!” Doug leapt to his feet and unloaded his brown
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goncho
she had been giving him free reign with the birds. He was so passionate that she could not have refused him the opportunity. The
-

to keep them around. Her life was a migratory one—six months
-

-

awkward creation was now between her two straining hands. She
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Shelly had waited four weeks before letting Angela handle

to have a handsome young man spending the day with her. She
wanted to be the person Doug would remember for the rest of
his life. The woman who taught him everything. The woman who
said yes.
Hold the bird

Firmly. Mind the

beak. Grab the neck.
Doug had been bitten so badly he had to be driven to Trelew

as Doug tore what was left of his hand away. It was like a Chinese
his left hand.
But Angela got what she wanted. He never forgot that day.
Now Doug used the goncho to pull the bird out of the hole

bird could not swing around and bite his arm. Angela slid the strap
scale. Then Doug let go.
in circles. Angela read the weight aloud; Doug entered it into the
notebook. Then Angela grabbed the bird and held him between
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calm.
the head and prying the beak apart. Angela snatched her hand
back. The bird squirted out beneath her knees and retreated to its
nest.
beginning to bubble through the crevices and soak through the
fabric.

Doug froze.
let that bird go anywhere.”

science.
blown backward. She felt her body pushed forward by the stamspeed over hundreds of miles of nothing.
Then she saw him.
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belongings in all directions.
of crunching shells in her ears as she neared him. He was facebeard. The waves washed over his legs. She grabbed his arms and

from a deep sleep.
“You were in the water.”
-

leaned on her until they reached sand. She saw smears of blood

“I’m wet.”
“You’re bleeding. You need a doctor.”
“No doctors.”
“But you’re bleeding.”
“There are people looking for me. People who wish to hurt
She drew away from him. He had the look of a merchant
marine—a reddened face that rarely saw sunscreen and lines on
18
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his forehead and cheeks from a life spent squinting. He appeared
used a haircut six weeks ago. He looked her up and down in a

She glanced down to discover the source of all that blood.
Her ragg glove was saturated and dripping. She felt the sting of
to see it empty.

“Penguin.”

pain in her hand.
Now was the time to return to camp and notify the authori-

what Angela would have done. She detested all nationalities of
tourists and trespassers.
Yet this man was neither. He was wet and shivering and
needed her help. And she had a soft spot for strays.
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Robert

the automatic glass doors that separated customs from the outside world. He himself had emerged from behind those doors only

of turning around and heading home. He tried to remind himself

had phoned him awake and told him that Aeneas had turned up
again. Like a bad penny

She’d been right. He used to blame the lack of decoration on liv-
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Robert had assumed so many personalities over the years that he
had begun to question which personality was his.
Robert’s one meager attempt at interior decorating was a

-

called and mentioned Aeneas.

knew it was intentional. Gordon once said the fastest way to get
promoted at the Bureau was to pretend you didn’t want to get
promoted. Robert wondered whether Gordon’s emerging paunch
wire-rimmed glasses.
Robert walked to the window and pulled open the vertical

hung low under the weight. A dense layer of clouds threatened
more of the same. Robert normally would have welcomed the
21
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this time. He could feel Gordon watching him but resisted the urge
to turn around.
Don’t you want to know what he did? Gordon asked.
Not particularly.
I’d have thought you would relish a second shot at him.
And I’d have thought I would’ve graduated to pursuing real
terrorists by now.
Oh, he’s real, Gordon said. Aeneas, too, has graduated. To
negligent manslaughter.
Aeneas may be good at protecting animals

but he’s

not so good at protecting people. He let one of his crew members,
a woman, die up in the North Atlantic. Details are sketchy because nobody’s talking. She was estranged from her parents, and
they want it kept quiet as well. But they’ve got connections in the
Bureau, which is all we need to know. And, frankly, it was just a
matter of time before he gave us another reason to come after him.

weight. A little temporary insanity might give Robert a break as

crophone in Gordon’s briefcase—and Robert put a bullet in the
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But Robert couldn’t say no. He’d been the one to open this
it.
wasn’t still waiting for her at the increasingly crowded airport

ered her short blonde hair.
Robert looked again at the picture; he’d expected a brunette.
The woman smiled. “That photo’s from when I was working out
locals. I’m Lynda.” She gave his hand a quick shake then started

sense that she didn’t care if he heard her anyway.

and he started to listen.
Arctic Tern
petitor. She said they’d reported that the Tern was headed south.
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And she had a warrant for Aeneas’s arrest.
“I don’t have a story.”
“Ask Gordon.”
Robert nodded.
out by nightfall. Gordon pulled some strings with the Argentines.
There’s a naval cutter waiting for us in Puerto Madryn loaded with
enough men and arms to invade Panama.”
Tern’s

-

anyone else. But Aeneas in handcuffs seemed more dangerous to

closed.
Robert began to imagine scenarios that would result in the

and for all.
Robert turned away from the window. Lynda wore a sly
24
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and shook his head.

6
ARA Roca
was waiting for them when their taxi arrived at Puerto Madryn
harbor.
Lynda said as she and Robert hurried up the boarding ramp.
a twinge of embarrassment. He imagined what Aeneas would say
at such a display of might—All this, for little old me?—and didn’t
the fact that he had begun imagining what Aeneas would say.
to the captain in Spanish while he took up position outside on the
a panoramic view of the water below. He could still see Lynda

matching requisite mustache—and Robert felt his body begin to
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keep her silent. But Lynda had a loud voice and stood extra close.
sighted the Tern
call Gordon and give him an update.” She looked at Robert expectantly.
we
“You’ve got the satellite phone. He’s your boss.”

scoring some points with upper management. I wasn’t sent down

“I read the report.”
Lynda began to tell Robert about her attempt to capture Aeneas in

her story.
the-clock surveillance of the Arctic Tern. It would have been simrant on the captain. The Coast Guard was on high alert. All they
make the arrest.
26
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utes apart. Two fully loaded passenger ships—one about to depart
-

calls to a cell phone on a ship that slipped out of the harbor during
all the commotion—the Arctic Tern.
I was the only one on surveillance that afternoon. The only one.

Robert shook his head.
“Of course not. Neither did I. Bimler tells me he’s got urgent
information but he can’t tell me because he thinks people are listening in via parabolic microphone—because I’m outside at the
hell breaks loose with the cruise ships.”

name in the Bureau.”

“He’s good.”

“Crazier things have happened.”
“I suppose.”
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your
He wouldn’t have. There were a lot of things he’d left out

binoculars again. “Trust me.”
“Ballenas!” shouted one of the uniformed men standing be-

binoculars and turned to Lynda.
“You think
“The double el has a jha sound. Always throws me.”

sideways into the water.
gonna believe this.”
28
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is where they give birth and raise their young. And did you know
phant seals and blue-eyed shags. Maybe we can swing by there on

She shrugged. “Might as well get something out of it besides
Suddenly the ship turned sharply left and coughed up a thick
blast of smoke. Robert grabbed the railing to avoid losing his bal-

“Looks like we’ve got a runner.” Lynda stepped back into the

hurry.
As the Roca
ship expand in size until he could count the number of decks
(three) and estimate the length (150 feet). Yet he did not recognize
the ship itself.
Robert looked again and realized that he had been searching
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much Aeneas would relish the irony. He’d probably acquired the
cies. It’s time someone put this boat to a noble use
The Tern ran for a few minutes more before slowing to a halt.
Because Canada had pulled the Tern’s
at any time. Not that Robert needed an excuse. They already had
not have stopped running.
The Argentine captain radioed the Tern

to call Gordon on the satellite phone.
tled with an unresponsive keypad before giving up and tossing the

But not here. Everything down here was old and used. Secondhand. Including him.
the Tern
fense Alliance. The name R/V Arctic Tern was visible in smaller
search being done aboard the Tern
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to be research vessels without ever publishing a single study. If the
Japanese are going to play the research card
so will we. And on the side of the bridge were painted a dozen
by the CDA over the years. Robert had been a witness to one of
those checkmarks.

Tern.

between them.

Assembled in front of him on the rear deck were about two

letters CDA superimposed in white. Most of the crew wore sec-
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ensuring a high rate of turnover. He did not recognize a single
troductions to him.

Patrick Cameron.”

“In a manner of speaking.”
“I’m the chef.”

had managed to stay a few steps ahead. The only times he ever got
-

from ever returning.
Robert envied when he’d been on the side of the mouse. Now that
32
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laughter.
“My pleasure.” She said something in Spanish as she led the
heading for the bridge.
He knew that the faces staring back at him knew where Aeneas
empty handed.
The chef stepped forward. “About how long do you expect

“It can wait.”
the galley if I don’t get down there.”
“I don’t know where he is.”
“Then tell me where you dropped him off.”
“I work all the way down there. I don’t know what goes on
up here.”
“Then tell me who does.”
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sunglasses emerged from behind the crowd.

“Aeneas is the captain.”
“Aeneas isn’t here.”
The woman—somewhere in her thirties—had the hardened
blushed red from the wind and sun. Robert considered telling her
she was hiding anything. But doing so would have only made him

“Lauren Davis.”
Captain
“You should already know that.”
“Indulge me.”
“I don’t work for the Japanese.”
“You might as well.”
“You haven’t answered my question.”

nized the line—one of Aeneas’s many adages—but because of the
way she delivered it. Knowingly. He lowered his sunglasses. He
wanted her to see his
34
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two naval ships to protect their waters. This will force the Japanese into the Amundsen Sea.”
“If you’ll let us.”

ship.”

She knew. Robert could see it in her eyes. She knew who he
her. Maybe he told everyone.
Robert turned and walked to the rear of the deck and leaned
over the railing as if checking a possible hiding spot. He looked
-

had gone by. A fresh set of faces didn’t save him from the same
always would have—his past.
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-

why they didn’t run far when we chased them.”

back to port and do another sweep. Get the dogs on here.”
Robert knew she was right but was too weary to say any-
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Zero four two two nine.
Angela had tagged him during her tenth season at Verde.
pickup that the researchers used to travel to town. He would belly
up to one of the worn Goodyears and paddle it with his wings—

They named him Diesel.
human. That’s how Angela got to know him. She used to read in
cueva that she
peace before the day ahead.
Diesel mostly spent his days on his stomach under the rear
tiously approached Angela and began to poke at her shoes with his
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beak. She put her book down on a cinder block and he pecked at
against her right leg.

the cueva
nearby as researchers prepped for a day’s census or as they walked
among trailers and tents and the bathrooms. None of them thought
He followed Angela into the public toilet one evening after
the tourists were gone. She had to pick him up to get him out and
was surprised that he didn’t struggle at all and made no attempt to

ly—but Angela didn’t care. Diesel was uninterested in his own
their mornings.
-

the Toyota with a partner on her belly next to him.
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spent the next two weeks deliberating with the others on how to
remove the truck without disturbing this fragile relationship. They
been moved at all.

and cinder blocks—such an odd contraption that the tourists actually began taking snapshots.
The switch occurred during the morning hours when the

piloted the pickup; the rest followed closely behind with the con-

returned to their counterfeit nest. The true indication of success
later. The eggs were smaller than normal but still viable. Sometimes it took a year or two for young penguins to become successAngela had already selected names for the chicks.
6
The sky was darkening when Angela entered the dining
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appearance for the sake of continuity—humans being creatures of

created a warm environment for the nine researchers—three men

ing season it was by the length of her roots. She dyed her hair before she arrived at Punta Verde in late August and not again until
the last of the penguins had traded in their old feather coats for
new and returned to sea. We molt together, she’d say.
Shelly could never resist making light of the scabs and stitchshe invited Angela to show off her new wound during the meal.

was avoiding him now. He had followed orders earlier and stayed
Why don’t we return to camp
together? he asked. One sharp glare from Angela had been all it
took to send him off on his one-hour round trip. She got a secret
thrill from putting him back in his place.
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in the northern reaches of Back Bay (Shelly had named parts of
assembled the man’s waterlogged tent between bulbous lyceum
bushes. He had a pronounced limp and was shivering.

liquor couldn’t hurt.”

departure gave Angela hope that she could keep the man hidden.

out to be fed.
Diesel should be back by now. Back with a belly of food to
other day and this penguin would have no choice but to abandon
her chicks.
Angela opened the creaky door of her trailer. Now that she
cueva
-
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guins were still a kilometer too far inland; the most desirable nests
and sardines the birds relied on. Penguins waddled to the ocean

knowing that Geraldo would likely be single for another season.

“I think I can manage tonight.”
“I’m quite sure.”
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teen minutes to be certain he would remain there. She knew that
eventually she would have to humor him and take him along on a
one of annoyance.
Her mind wandered as she hiked through the darkness to-

attractive to share with the others.
become consumed with numbers and averages. The average-sized
penguin. The typical lifespan. The standard rate of reproduction.
should be. But now Angela found herself face-to-face with a statistical outlier. A human anomaly. Not average in any way. And
not so easily dismissed as a number.
the water.
“A few days.”

draw attention to yourself in any way. And by no means do you set
foot on the tourist trail.”
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guardafauna
He sighed loudly. “You’re the boss.” She handed him her
he waved her off.
“You have to eat something.”

his pocket knife and took a long drink.
around them. She studied his face in the dim light as he watched
a penguin lean forward and let forth an escalating progression of
honks.
“You’ll get used to the noise.” Angela remembered a protein
bar she’d tossed into her backpack last week and dug it out.
teeth. He sat on the ground and inhaled the bar. She sat across
turned down the lamb. Most of the other naturalists at Verde were
their lives to protecting one animal while consuming another.
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He took another swig from the bottle and studied her face.

Despite being alone with a strange man in the middle of the

peeking at her from under bushes and within burrows. Some hovto the water.
Angela didn’t ask the man who he was or what he was running from. There was something freeing about knowing nothing
-

Doug. Angela never deluded herself. Although her body was slim

she hadn’t tethered it under a sports bra that could be washed in a
bucket and dried on a clothesline in ten minutes. She dressed for
layering on dusty shirts and sweaters in the region’s dark green
not stand out.
Yet during those times Doug tagged along on her nightly
trips up the hill—the closest thing to a date she’d had in years—
Angela found herself wishing she’d packed something sexier. It
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-

She spent her life looking down.
ested in Angela for her knowledge and experience. Perhaps he
post-docs. Their profession could be as ruthless as nature itself;
not everybody would get the research grants or the honorary pro-

into a fury when Doug and the others did not show up for an outtown calling their families.

suddenly yearning to be noticed. A body that had not been touched
it felt like.
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“You’re kidding.”
you’ve read about me in the papers.”

“On occasion.”
“No.”
out anything worse.
A sneeze broke the silence that followed.
“A penguin.”
“They sneeze to exhale the salt from their beaks.”
was married once.”
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Passage. It’s not easy saying I do with forty-foot waves lapping
gets tired. There’s a sense of collective euphoria. It’s as if you’ve
stepped outside of the world and none of the old rules apply.

I think she thought it was a phase I was going through. She went
didn’t. And she divorced me in absentia.”
Angela realized that she had been smiling. “No. It’s—it’s
that word.”

an actual place. I even spent time looking for it in the atlas at the
school library.”

behind.
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She didn’t know. She was certain Doug hadn’t followed her;
they were as alone as any two people could be. And maybe this

that he stumbled backward into a quilambay bush. A startled penguin emerged from under him and bit his leg.
-

dark.
-

Instinct served her well in self-defense. But now she was alone

6
-
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bags into the pickup truck.
she asked.
“I think we’re good here.”
Such departures were frequent at the camp and did not warrant hugs or other displays of affection. Yet Shelly seemed to linger longer than usual. “I’ll see if I can scrounge up another satel-

“Right. As a backup.” Angela forced a smile. Shelly climbed

to attach the satellite transmitter to him.
-

to a satellite twenty miles above the planet. To conserve battery

to get them back. The key to getting one returned was selecting a
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with a new chick. Shelly had thought it was premature to tag Diesel. Give him another year
prove. Although each new generation of transmitter diminished
or an orca. Doug held Diesel while Angela attached the device.
struggled during every minute. But Diesel was calm. He seemed
It’s a southern cross

until now.
What’s the point of tracking them

if the act of

doing so reduces their numbers?
Fishing nets do more damage than these devices will ever do
Angela told him.

the Avise al request stamped on the back of each tag. Some tags

the bottom of the sea.
Her life was consumed with attrition and its causes. The unthat staggered upon the shores. The plastic six-pack rings that
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visible cause of all—the food supply. Penguins depended on an-

cessful return.
-

“I needed a higher vantage point. I thought I saw my ship.”

asked.

and she was glad for the biting wind.

entrance. She could hear him breathing heavily behind her.
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with one leg knee deep in the ground. He had collapsed a penguin

burrow empty.

plain. And they don’t collapse each others’ nests.”
Aeneas grunted as he pulled himself up. Angela ignored

of a circle was best accomplished with two people. She stood Ae-

inactive nest.
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“Shrinking. Though I can’t say how much. That’s why we’re
here.”

from our research station.”

and Angela wasn’t sure how long she could keep him hidden from
the rest. At least keeping him close to her kept him away from
-

she found his stories exciting.

spray-painted Aeneas
Aeneas
“Because he was fearless. Because he was a man without a
Aeneas stood and looked through the darkness toward the
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minding him that he was not out there. She tried to steer him back
toward land.
asked.
“I’ll head north. There’s always a hunting season for something somewhere.”
“My home is the ship.”

Angela smiled. “No.”
ex-

He emptied the bottle.

tected waters. I got in a Zodiac and started pulling in their longline. One of my volunteers was helping.” He uncorked the bottle
and drank before offering it to Angela. She shook her head.
time saying no to that woman. I should have. I should have left her
back on the ship.”
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-

silent together.
got out of there. This trawler was huge—about twenty times bigger than us. But she insisted we keep going. I cut across the front

“No. She got caught up in the long line. Pulled into the water.
She was sucked into the props.”
“Oh my God.”

Came close plenty of times. But we always were a bit luckier than
the water.”
“I’m sorry.”
“I’m a terrorist.”
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it’s me they want.”
6

he also listened like a therapist as she rambled on about oil spills

discovered him. They watched the wind blurring the tops of the

“I used to think I was going to study the albatross.”
“Makes sense.”

professor at the time told me to focus on birds that I could get a
bit closer to.”
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male penguin. He had an impressive grip that held the bird steady
as Angela applied the device.

away from the colony. Some travel more than a hundred miles
each way.”
pear overnight. Or the stress a female with its young undergoes
because the male must travel farther and farther out. All we can

know so little about their lives out there. And the more we know

watched him scurry off toward the water. Aeneas was silent. She
was thankful until she raised her eyes and realized that he was not
watching the penguin but was watching her.
“The Romans used to believe you could tell the future by

particular bird passed by. One might say it was an absurd religion
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is
She didn’t know what to say and was grateful when he
three rabbit-like creatures in the distance.
“Those are mara. They’re unique to Patagonia.”
“No. But they could certainly use an advocate because
they’re endangered. They’re strictly monogamous. The ranchers

some forever.”
on his face.
He laughed so loudly the mara scattered. And she realized
how long it had been since she’d made a man laugh out loud.
their census taking.
interest. And so she taught him the difference between quilambay
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less snake had made him spill his water bottle.
-

men were a species she’d never understood; she had not been with
ed alone—the edge of a red cliff that looked out over the wa-

scanned the horizon she hoped there would be no ships today.
warm and up close. Then she caught herself and turned to thoughts
of nests to be counted.
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